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The Northeast Greenland ice sheet
• The Northeast Greenland Ice Sheet, which
accounts for about 16% of the Greenland Ice
Sheet ends in three marine terminating
Glaciers: 79N, Zachariae ,and Storstrømmen.
• All three glaciers have fast near-terminus
velocities (> 1km per year) and all showed
significant mass loss in the period 2003-2006.
• All three glaciers draining the NEGIS are enter
Western Fram Strait, where variable
oceanographic conditions may affect discharge
rates.
• Estimating how ocean-driven melting will affect
the discharge rate of marine terminating
glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica is one of
the biggest uncertainties in predicting sea level
rise under different climate scenarios.
Figure from Kahn et al. (2014)

The 79°N Glacier

• The 79°N glacier ends with a floating ice
tongue about 80 km long and 20 km wide.

• There is a 700 m deep passage through the
main sill at the southern end

• The floating tongue is pinned by a number
of islands along the main sill

• Dijmphna sound connects to the north side
of the main fjord and has a 175 m deep sill.

Figures from Mayer et al. (2000)

The 79°N Glacier

• The ice tongue is 200-300 m thick for most
of it’s length (Ice bridge data shows it still
was in 2014!)
• The Cavity beneath is 900 m deep.

• The tongue is pinned by four islands along
the main sill, but with a 700 m deep
passage at the southern end (The same
depth as the grounding line).

The East Greenland Shelf
• The East Greenland Shelf
is typically less than 200
m deep but is crossed by
the Belgia-NorskeWestwind trough, which is
300-400 m for much of
it’s length. So it is the
shelf and trough that limit
exchange with Fram
Strait, rather than the sill
of the Fjord.
• The trough may provide a
conduit for warm Atlantic
water to reach the cavity
beneath the 79N glacier.
• The trough bathymetry is
still poorly defined in
many places, partly due to
persistent fast ice.

(Z < 300, S > 33.5)

Near field CTD profiles

The East Greenland Shelf CTD profiles
• Many CTD profiles have
been collected over the
East Greenland Shelf in
the Period 1983 - 2015
• The trough system is quite
well sampled
• Here we divide the trough
into to sections “Norske”
in the south (red) and
“Westwind” in the north
(blue).
• We want to investigate
how the of Atlantic water
temperature has changed
with time in each part.
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The East Greenland Shelf CTD profiles

• Here we have found the temperature
maximum within each profile. Then
taken the average of the temperature
maxima in each year when data was
available.

• The mean of the temperature maxima
is increasing with time in both
troughs, but the increase is greatest in
the Norske trough.

The East Greenland Shelf CTD profiles

• The Norske trough also shows a “spike”
between 2005 and 2007”

• Hypothesis: The Norske trough shows
more variability then the Westwind,
because more re-circulating Atlantic
water enters the Norske trough than
the Westwind trough

CTD profiles in Fram Strait

• Repeated CTD sections along
78°55’ N or 79°N. Usually spanning 10E
to 10W

• 24 repeated sections are used to study
the properties of the Atlantic water layer
between 1983 and 2015

CTD profiles in Fram Strait
• Here we are looking at temperature
maxima in the layer between
0 and 400 m across Fram Strait
• The 400 m cut-off corresponds to
the depth of the trough system.
• There is a prominent warm ‘event’ in
2005/2006 which corresponds well
with the peak in temperature
maxima in the Norske trough
temperatures in those years.
• Temperature maxima is this layer
were cooler during the 1980’s
• The diagram supports the hypothesis
that Atlantic water in Fram Strait
influences temperatures within the
trough system and perhaps beneath
79N Glacier.

Putting it all together…

• Temperature is rising beneath the 79N
Glacier
• There is a pathway connecting 79N and
Atlantic water in Fram Strait

• There is a correlation between
temperature maxima under the
glacier, in the trough system and in
Fram Strait

Further work:
a) What might affect the depth of the 0°
Isotherm?
b) What might affect the temperature of
Atlantic water entering the trough
system?

The Isle de France Section
• Very dense repeated
hydrographic section
across the Belgica-Norske
trough
• In an accessible location
just south the 79N Glacier.
• Repeated in 2013, 2014
and 2015

The Isle de France Section
• Warm Atlantic Water is
completely contained
within the Belgica-Norske
trough.
• The zero degree isotherm
occurs at a depth of
around 200 m.
• But in the 2009, 2012 and
2014 near field CTDs the
zero degree isotherm
occurs at 125, 175 and
150 m

The Isle de France Section: “Knee water”
Three principal water masses
involved:
AW: Either Arctic Atlantic
water or Re-circulating
Atlantic water.
PW: Polar surface water
KW: Knee water (following
Budeus et al.). Cannot be
formed locally by mixing of
AW and PW.
The source of KW is not very
well known, but most likely
from cooling and interaction
with freshwater in the Arctic
Ocean.

The Isle de France Section: “Knee water”
The peak KW fraction at the
Isle de France section varied
between 50 and 60%
between 2013 and 2015.
As KW is probably advected
from upsteam the height of
the AW / KW interface may
be influenced by the strength
of the KW outflow.
In this way the strength of
the Arctic Outflow might
affect the amount of glacial
ice exposed to warm Atlantic
water.

“Knee water” in Fram Strait

• Generally higher concentrations that are
found in the trough system (typically 6075%), compared with 50-60% in the
trough system.
• Highest concentrations in the core of the
outflow - Consistent with the idea that
this Knee Water is advected from
upstream

• Found between the Polar Surface water
layer and the Arctic Atlantic Water / Recirculating Atlantic water layer.
• Low Concentrations in 2005 & 2006
when there was a ‘Warm Anomaly” in
Fram Strait.

“Knee water” in Fram Strait

• Low KW concentrations can be seen in
TS plots from 2005 and 2006.

• In 2005 / 2006 water close to the knee was
less saline than in other years.

• Notice the position for the points relative • Typical Knee salinities are 34.2-34.4 but in
the green KW endmember in each year.
2005/2006 the knee had a salinity of around
34.0

RAW & AAW in Fram Strait

• Classical water mass analysis using
definitions from Rudels et al., 2002, but
also including “Knee water”.
• The RAW / AAW separation is partly
based on temperature and partly on
gradient in TS-space (which is a bit tricky
to do automatically…)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Yellow: AW and RAW
Red: AAW
Magenta: core AW infow (T > 5, S > 35)
Cyan: PSWw
Blue: PSW
Green: “Knee Water”

RAW & AAW in Fram Strait

• The amount of AAW (red) is quite variable.
In 2005 / 2006 it seems to be almost
absent. Presumably displaced by RAW
(yellow). In other years (eg: 2014) AAW
occupies most of the outflow between
200 and 600 m

• In general AAW (red) is well placed to
enter the trough on the East Greenland
Shelf. However, it seems that both AAW
or RAW could enter, depending on the
particular year. At the same density RAW
is warmer than AAW.

RAW & AAW at the Isle de France section
• Following the watermass definitions
of Rudels et al, we find only AAW in
the Norske trough at the Isle de
France section.
• However, it’s rather difficult to say
that RAW makes no contribution.
RAW and AAW might no be easily
distinguishable after modification in
the trough.
• Further work might include
estimating the age of Atlantic water
within the Norske trough. To try to
better investigate any RAW
contribution.

